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Snorkeling Trip At Satayh Dolphin Reef from
Portghalib

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Group Monday,Wednesday,
Friday

13 Hours 5:00 AM

Snorkeling trip to Satayh “ Dolphin Reef “ from Marsa Alam to have an experience of snorkeling and
seeing a group of 60 - 80 dolphins will dance in front of your eyes and playing with these amazing
animals

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Hotel pick-up and drop-off
All transfers by an air-conditioned
vehicle
English-speaking tour
representative
Snorkeling trip by boat including 2
snorkeling stops
Snorkeling equipment
Lunch aboard the cruise boat

Any extras
Tipping
5 $ per person National Park fees

Itinerary:

Snorkeling trip to Satayh “ Dolphin Reef “ from Marsa Alam to have an experience of
snorkeling and seeing a group of 60 - 80 dolphins will dance in front of your eyes and playing
with these amazing animals, and enjoy the deliciously prepared lunch by the onboard your
boat before getting back to your hotel.
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 Time Table

 1 :Pick-up from hotels from Marsa Alam

A Marsaalamtours Representative will pick you up from your hotel
at Marsa Alam, then he will accompany you to Port Ghalib
Marina 5:00 AM

2 :Arrival to Hamata harbor

Arrival to Hamata harbor to get on board your boat, after Having
your equipments begin sailing to Datayah Dolphin Reef that
satisfies every snorkeler’s desires.

 3:Get Ready with Snorkeling Equipment

Get your snorkeling Equipment and Control of Number by Marine
Police.

4 :Arrival to Shaab Satayah

Arrival to Shaab Satayah, It Takes 02.30 hours sailing from
Hamata Port. 
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5 :First Time Swim with dolphins

Swim with dolphins and Snorkeling(01.30 Hours) for about One
and Half  Hour, a group of 60 - 80 dolphins will dance in front of
your eyes where you can feel free to play with these amazing
mammals. This area is full of Dolphins and sea mammals that
consider this area their home. There is  a huge school of Spinner
Dolphins in Satayh Reef. The sensation of swimming with these
lovely mammals is an experience, which you will never forget.
During the day, you will get the chance to join the Dolphins in the
lagoon , and also to discover different species of fish and corals
only found in the Red Sea

6 :Lunch Time at the Boat

 Lunch meal on board the boat

7 :One more time snorkeling

One more time snorkeling for 45 Minutes and more chance to
snorkel with Dolphins
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8 :Return to Hamata harbor then to your Hotel

 Arrival to Hamata harbor to drive back to your Hotel In Marsa
Alam Or Port Ghalib, to arrive at your hotel about  6:30 PM

Price:

  ($) 62 

  ( €) 58  

  (£) 55  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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